
Congleton Bridge Club – Directing notes 

Cancelled Calls out of Rotation – Double or Redouble 

If the Director is reading this then they will have already ascertained that: 

1. The x or xx out of rotation has not been condoned by the offender’s LHO (by 
making a call before attention was drawn to the infringement); or 

2. The correct player has not called before attention was drawn; and 
3. The LHO has chosen not to accept the call out of rotation, and it has been 

cancelled.  Then: 
 

1. Check that the x or xx was admissible. 

For a x (or xx) out of rotation to be admissible it must have been preceded by 
a bid (or x) by the offender’s LHO and no further bids.  If it is not admissible 
refer the relevant law; not the provisions below. 

2. The Director repeats the penalties or rectifications, if any, which the 
offending partnership are subject to. 

If the player whose turn it was to call is: 

a. the offender’s RHO: in which case 
PENALTY 

• If RHO passes then the cancelled x or xx must be repeated  

• If RHO takes other action then the offender, at his next turn to call, may 
o Make a ‘comparable’ call without further rectification 
o Make a ‘non-comparable’ call, in which case 

▪ his partner must pass on their following turn; and 
▪ if the offending side become defenders, then declarer may, at the 

offender’s partner’s first turn to lead, prohibit the lead of any one 
suit not specified legally in the auction by the offender; the 
prohibition continuing while the lead is retained. 

b. the offender’s partner: 
PENALTY 

• Offender’s partner may make any legal call which does not contravene 
the laws on Unauthorised Information 

• Offender, at his next turn to call has the same choice of action as in 
section a. above, with the same penalties applying to his partner if a 
non-comparable call is chosen 
 

3. The auction reverts to the player whose turn was missed. 
 

Rarely: if, as a direct result of the infraction, the offenders gain then an adjusted 
score may be awarded. 

All information gained by the offender’s opponents regarding the offender’s 
hand and the rectifications to be applied are ‘authorised’ and can be used, at 
their own risk. 
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Notes 

The rectifications can continue some way into the next round of the auction and maybe into the play  
If the Director can stay and supervise it helps. 

Lead penalty note: ‘suit specified’.  (1D) 2D showing both majors.  D is the ‘designation’,   
H and S are both suits ‘specified’ 

Examples with East as Dealer  

In all cases the x or xx out of rotation is cancelled as it has not been accepted or condoned. 

1. East is Dealer 
E   1H  S pass    W says nothing  N x (OOR) 
If West passes then x must be repeated – no problem 

If West raises to 2H then what comparable bids has north got? 

x – if still for take out, and probably has a similar meaning with just the upper range of strength 
that would double 2H – so comparable 

Pass – Would all hands that pass have doubled 1H – OK some would but weaker ones would 
have passed in the first place – Not comparable.  South will be forced to pass at his next turn and 
if 2H is the final contract there will be a lead penalty.  On South’s first turn to lead Declarer may 
prohibit the lead of one suit not designated.  Could this be any suit or if the cancelled x promised 
spades any suit other than spades! 

2. East is Dealer – 
E   1H  S says nothing  W says nothing  N x (OOR) 
 
The bidding reverts to South.  East now knows that his partner has a hand with values almost 
certainly with a Spade suit.  This information is unauthorised. 

If south has a 5 card spade suit and opening values in a balanced hand then there appear to be 
no logical alternatives to 1S and so, regardless of the UI 1 spade would be legal. 

If south is vulnerable has a 5 card spade suit and around 7 points and decides that this is the time 
for a weak jump overcall then, if done deliberately, would be unethical.  If done through a 
temporary lack of reason then it would be up to the opponents to call the director at the end of the 
hand. 

South chooses to bid 1S: 
E   1H  S says nothing   W says nothing  N x (OOR) 
   S 1S    W 2H    N ?? 
 
What bids are comparable? 
The original x showed a (near) opening hand almost certainly with spades so: 

• X  - is likely to show the minors so not comparable – Therefore not a good choice as south 
would be forced to passit! 

• 4S – Not comparable as this bid might be made on a weak distributional hand as well as 
one with the values for an original x.  Still might be the best although S will not be allowed 
to compete further at his next turn.  If the offenders end up defending 5H then S can be 
prohibited from leading any one suit other than spades. 

• 3H showing a good raise in spades probably gets close to comparable – but still it would 
also be bid with long spades which would have overcalled a spade and not doubled. 

 
It looks like no calls are comparable.  So N may just have to guess the final contract or pass 
and hope to get a second chance (and reopen the auction to his partner) 

 


